
26 AMAZING UNDERWATER STORIES !!

 UNDERWATER
MISSION

THE

HOSTED and NARRATED by SALLY & VICKY
...and their inseparable submarine BEA “ The sea turtle ”

26 x 13 min.



DESCRIPTION CONCEPT : 
Lets Kids discover the fascinating underwater world !!!  
Kids will �nd fun facts and interesting tidbits as they pour over the amazing images. The 
13-minute episode showcases incredible footage that kids will want to watch over and 
over again.Young viewers will joyfully immerse themselves in this awesome adventure 
at sea, in which stunning HD images reveal hidden worlds of action and beauty. We 
meet in 26 episodes all favorite sea creatures and explore their watery homes: playful 
DOLPHIN, mysterious SHARKS, graceful SEA TURTLES, waddling PENGUINS, and dozens 
of others. Visit coral reefs, kelp forests, and other extraordinary underwater worlds. 
Find out fascinating facts about favorite ocean animals, including JELLYFISH, CLOWN-
FISH, and SEAHORSE.  

The 26 episodes will be presented and narrated 
by two little ANIMATED friends: SALLY and  VICKY aboard of their  
inseparable submarine BEA the Sea Turtle. SALLY is a very curious  
girl and loves immensely the little friends who live below the sea 
surface. SALLY will tell us about their habits, their home, their 
food and at the same time she will make so many questions to his 
friend VICKY who is practically a walking encyclopedia and always 
knows just about everything. VICKY is also the pilot of the subma-
rine BEA, the funny sea turtle that will help them to explore all of 
the seabed and to meet all the �sh friends.

PART 1 :  Introduction of the episode by Sally and Vicky.
Sally and Vicky are on the beach or on the pier, and they are waiting for BEA (the turtle submarine) arrival.
Sally asks Vicky what will be the destination of the adventure today. Vicky will respond by introducing our 
animal friends submarines that they'll meet in the coming episode.

PART 2 : BEA the submarine arrives and every time Sally and Vicky will rejoice because excited by the new 
adventure under the sea.

PART 3 : Diving and adventure can begin. Development of the episode under the REAL SEA with REAL FISH ( 
not animated ).

Part 4 : End of the episode and Sally, Vicky and Bea after emerging on the surface greet the audience giving 
appointment to the next special and incredible new adventure under the ocean.
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EPISODE STRUCTURE

OUR ANIMATED CHARACTERS :

THE UNDERWATER MISSION



EPISODE STRUCTURE : 
In this new series we help children understand that there are many parallels between their life on 
earth and the animal species that live beneath the surface of the ocean. They will see that �sh also 
have their own houses, and go to school; and there are moments of danger when they must be 
strong to defend themselves, lessons that children need to learn in all walks of life. This simple but 
new concept in series 3 will appeal to a slightly wider audience, we believe between 4 and 9 years 
old.

PART 1: Sally and Vicky introduce the episode.
Sally and Vicky are on the beach, and they are waiting for BEA the sea turtle to arrive.
Sally asks Vicky what today’s adventure will be? Vicky will respond by introducing the underwater 
friends they will meet in the episode.

PART 2: BEA the sea turtle, their own personal submarine, arrives and Sally and Vicky rejoice 
because they are excited to be o� on a new underwater adventure.

PART 3: They dive and the adventure can begin. The episode develops with spectacular natural 
footage under the REAL SEA with REAL FISH (not animated).

Part 4: Sally, Vicky and Bea surface after their voyage and talk about the animals they have met 
and the things they have experienced in their underwater adventure. They look forward to the 
next episode in their Underwater Mission.
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THE UNDERWATER MISSION

01. BIRTH 
02. FAMILY 
03. HOME
04. FOOD
05. SHAPE AND BODY
06. JOURNEYS
07. BEHAVIOR 
08. COLORS
09. DEFENSES
10. SCHOOL OF LIFE
11. ENVIRONMENT 1 : OCEAN
12. ENVIRONMENT 2 : CORAL REEF
13. ENVIRONMENT 4 : TROPICAL

14. ENVIRONMENT 3 : COLD ARTIC WATER
15. PLAYFUL FRIENDS
16. MYSTERIOUS FRIENDS
17. GRACEFUL FRIENDS
18. DANGEROUS FRIENDS
19. LARGEST FRIENDS 
20. SMALLER FRIENDS
21. SMARTEST FRIENDS
22. FASTEST FRIENDS
23. PREDATORS 
24. HABITS
25. COURAGEOUS ADVENTURES  
26. SOMEWHERE IN THE OCEAN

LIST OF EPISODES : 
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